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PREFACE 

A major problem facing the authorities responsible for 
marketing New Zealand farm products in Great Britain, is the 
programming of monthly arrivals and sales in such a way that 
maximum revenue is earned over the course of a year. 

In this paper Mr Townsley considers how the solution to 
this problem may be obtained with the technique known as 
Dynamic Programming, and using as his example the scheduling 
of butter sales to the United Kingdom in 1958/59. 

The bulletin is mainly expository - concerned with the 
description of the technique., Butter was chosen as the 
example largely because its sale is under central control and 
becaus~ the United Kingdom quot.a arrangements greatly facili
tated the analysis. Under the conditions assumed, Mr Townsley 
shows that an optimum sales schedule could have earned in 
1958/59, £2 million more in sales revenue. 

Mr Townsley is very careful to point out the fairly 
strict assumptions under which the analysis is conducted and 
it is important to remember them. They include 

(a) The existence of quotas on supplies from New Zealand 
and other countries 

(b) Knowledge of our competitorsu monthly sales over the 
ensuing twelve month period 

(c) The assurance that competitors would not react to our 
policies by changing their sales schedules 

(d) That there is no problem, or additional costs, in 
arranging shipping and storage. 

These are fairly stringent assumptions, and the next 
step in this area of research is to examine both their realism 
and the significance of their relaxation. For this reason 
there is no presumption that the results indicate what should 
have been done in 1958/59 or what could be done now - even 
though the method could still be applied at the present time 
given the relevant market conditions. 



P R E FA C E (Cont'd) 

Mr Townsley's psipeJ:" i? an exp(lnded version of an article 
under similar title published in the Australian Journal of 
Agricultural Economics Vol.8, No.2, December 1964. It has 
been 'expanded mainly in the direction of giving very full 
details of the method of dynamic programming so that this 
can be followed, and we hope developed further in the future, 
by marketing executives and students alike. 

Lincoln College, 
August 1965. 

B. P. Philpott 



THE PROBLEM OF SCHEDULING SALES OF (l) 

NEW ZEALAND BUTTER ON THE 

UNITED KINGDOM MARKET 

Introduction 

The objective of this paper is to consider and 

illustrate the potential usefulness of the method of 
. . . ( 2) . f. ld analysis -known as Dynamic Programming in one ie 

of market analysis. The illustrative problem solved 

is that of maximising revenue from New Zealand sales 

of butter on the United Kingdom market. Since April 

1962 the United Kingdom has restricted imports of 

butter by placing quotas for twelve month periods on 

importing countrieso It is reasonable to assume that 

under normal supply conditions, these quotas will be 

fulfilled. Under abnormal conditions, such as those 

due to the winter experienced in the Northern Hemisphere 

in 1962-3, a good market information service should make 

it possible to predict the expected level of supply of 

butter from the countries concerned. United Kingdom 

producers are not subject to any restriction as to the 

( 1) 
The author is grateful to Wilfred Candler 
for helpful comments. 

( 2) ""Dynamic Programming", Richard Bellman, Princeton 
University Press, Princeton, NoJo 1957. 
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quantity of butter sold on the home market, but the expected 

level of supply should be predictable in any year. 

Statement of Problem 

In this example we consider that the aim of the New 

Zealand butter marketing authority is to maximise revenue 

from butter sales in the United Kingdom over a twelve month 

quota period. The problem to be solved will be formulated 

as the selection of the monthly levels of New Zealand sales 

that maximise revenue for New Zealand over the twelve month 

period. We will consider the solution of this problem 

under two conditions: 

(a) where the New Zealand marketing authority 

wishes to fulfil the butter quota allocated, and 

(b) where the New Zealand marketing authority may 

sell less than their allocated quota, without this 

action affecting future allocation of quotas. 

The method of solution under condition (a) may also 

be used where the New Zealand marketing authority wishes 

to sell any given total quantity of butter and where expected 

sales of butter from other countries are known. 

The problem of maximising New Zealand revenue from 

butter sales over the twelve month period under conditions 

(a) and (b), will first be solved using Dynamic Programming. 

The disadvantages of this method of solution will then be 

discussed and a simpler solution to the problem, which holds 

for linear demand functions, will then be given. 
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Dynamic Programming Approach 

Dynamic programming refers to sequential decisions in 

time or in space, or in general, to any n-dimensional problem 

that can be split into n one-dimensional problems. Selection 

of the monthly levels of butter sales that maximise New 

Zealand revenue over a twelve month period is a sequential 

or multi-stage allocation process. In this example the 

term 'stage' refers to time, i.e. one month. In the absence 

of dynamic programming we would be faced with one twelve

dimensional problem: deriving the level of butter sales in 

each month that maximises revenue from New Zealand sales of 

butter over a twelve month period. 

The rationale behind dynamic programming is given by 

Bellman's principle of optimality: <3
> "An optimal policy 

has the property that whatever the initial state and initial 

decision are, the remaining decisions must constitute an 

optimal policy with regard to the state resulting from the 

first decision." The state of a proces~ at any particular 

stage describes the condition of the process at that stage. 

Decision making at a given stage controls(
4

) the state of 

the process in the following stage. For a problem to be 

non-trivial, in addition to the sequential nature of the 

process, the decision variables must be interdependent. 

The decision variables in this example are the level 

of sales of New Zealand butter in each month. We will 

denote sales of New Zealand butter in the i th month by 

( 3) 

( 4) 

Richard Bellman, op.cit., p.83. 

In this example only deterministic control 
will be considered. 

v .• 
l 



Now we may write:- 4 

v. = u. 
1 

+ a. - u. 
1 1- 1 1 

( 1) 

where u. is the level of New Zealand butter in store at 
1 

the end of the i th month, and a. is the quantity of New 
1 

Zealand butter that has arrived in the United Kingdom 

during the i th month. Sales of New Zealand butter in 

the i th month therefore af feet the possible level of 

sales in the i+1 th month because, on rearranging (1), 

we have: 

u. = u. 
1 

+ a. - v. 
1 1- 1 1 

and 

therefore, 

v
1
.+l· = u. 1 + a. - v. + a. 1 - u. 1 1- 1 1 1+ 1+ 

The New Zealand butter marketing authority is therefore 

clearly faced with the problem of making sequential decisions 

where the decision made in any one month affects the decis-

ions that can be made in the following months. In this 

example it is convenient to consider that the level of 

arrivals of New Zealand butter in the United Kingdom are 

known. (S) We note then that the variable describing the 

state of any particular stage, in this example, is the level 

of inventory at the beginning of that stage, while the 

decision variable is the level of inventory at the end of 

that stage. 

Having established that marketing New Ze:aland butter 

in the United Kingdom may be considered as a sequential 

( 5) 
Any set of New Zealand butter arrivals could be used 
in the Dynamic Programming procedure to calculate the 
optimum monthly sales of New Zealand butter. 



process where the decisions made in subsequent stages are 

interdependent, we now apply Bellman's principle of optim

ality to our example. 

Application of the Principle of Optimality _. 
' . . ....... -.. '. 

5 

Take the last (12th) ·month i·n our s~quential process. 

From ( l) we note that sales (and hence profits) , which can 

be made in the last month depend on arrivals in this month, 

a
12

, and the level of inventory at the end of the previous 

month, u
11

. No profit can be made from inventory held at 

the end of the last month so we set u
12 

= 0, i.e. 

Thus, given arrivals in the last month 

we could study parametrically the whole range of inventory 

levels at the end of the previous month to decide on the 

level of u
11 

that maximises revenue in this month. 

Now consider the second to last (11th) month in 

isolation, and let the inventory level at the beginning 

of this month, u
10

, and arrivals, a
11

, be fixed. Then 

there are two sorts of profit that can be made in this 

month: 

(a) Profit from butter sales in this month 

(b) Prof it as a result of any particular level of 

inventory at the end of this month, u
11

• As before we 

could study parametrically the whole range of inventory 

levels at the end of the 11th month to decide on the level 

of u
11 

that maximises profit from the· ·la-st ·two months. 

We could now relax the assumption of a. fixed level 

of inventory at the beginning of the second to last 

month, u
10

, and select the optimum value of u
11 

for any 

value of u
10

• In this way we can, if we wish, put a 
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value on each inventory level at the beginning of the second 

to last month. If the optimum value of u
11 

can be expressed 

as a mathematical function of any value of u
10

, we can 

eliminate the term u
11 

from the expression for sales of 

butter in the last two months. 

Continuing this process would lead us eventually to 

put a value on any level of inventory at the beginning of 

the first month. Thus we could select the level(s) of 

inventory at the beginning of the process that would allow 

us to optimise profits over the period of interest. We 

will denote the optimum level of inventory at the beginning 

* of the first month by u • 
0 

As the optimum level of inventory 

at the end of each month has been expressed as a function of 

each inventory level at the end of the previous month, we 

* * * * may calculate successively, u
1

, u
2

, ... , u
11

, (u
12

= O), 

the inventory levels that maximise profits from sales of 

New Zealand butter over a twelve month period, given the 

level of arrivals in each month a
1

, a
2

, .•• , a
12

. 

Thus Bellman°s principle of optimality leads to a 

recurrence relation connecting the members of the sequence 

in which we are interested. This recurrence relation may 

be conveniently summarised by use of the following notation: 

Let F (u. 1 ) = the n-stage return obtained starting from 
n i-

an initial state u. 
1 

and using an optimal 
l-

policy 

and f . ( v . ) = f . ( u . 
1 

+ a . - u . ) 
l l l l- l l 

=the return from sales, v., in the i th 
l 

stage (month) of an n-stage process. 

The fundamental recurrence relationship for this example may 

then be written: 



F (u. 
1

) 
n i-

for n ~ 2. 

= Max 
v. 

l 

= Max u. 
l 

[
f. (v.) + F 1 .(u.)J 

i i n- i 

[
f.(u. 

1
+a. -u.) + 

l l- l l 

The mathematical expression 

F 
1

(u.)J 
n- i 

(2) provides a 

convenient summary of Bellman's principle of optimality. 

Thus we interpret: 

F 3 (u9) ::::; M~x [f 10 (u9 + alO - ulO) + F 2 (ulo)] 
10 . 

in the context of our example, as·· the maximum return from 

the three stage process (of selling butter in the 10th, 

11th and 12th months)when the level of inventory at the 

beginning of the 10th month is given by u
9

. 

To evaluate F
3

(u
9

) we would proceed exactiy as 

described before. As no profit can be made from 

inventory held at the end of the 12th month we may set 

We could then calculate, (parametrically if 

necessary) the optimum level of inventory u
11 

for each 

inventory level u
10 

to obtain F
2

(u
10

) o This information 

allows us to put a value on each level of u
10 

under an 

optimal policy in successive stages. We now consider 

7 

(2) 

the effect of the level of u
10 

on returns from the 10th 

month, given a fixed level of inventory u
9

. By combining 

this information on the way the inventory level u
10 

affects 

returns in the 10th and successive months, (decisions as 

to inventory levels in these latter months are optimal) . 

we may calculate the optimum level of u
10 

for each level 

of u
9

, i.e. F
3

(u
9
). 

The information given by F
3

(u
9

) then allows us, if 

we so desire, to evaluate each level of u
9

, where decisions 

in successive stages are optimal. We can then select the 
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* level( s) of inventory, u
9

, that allows maximum returns 

from the three month process. Given this maximum maximorum 

value of u
9

·for these three months, we may calculate the 

* * * optimising quantities u 10 and u 11 (u12 = 0). We may also, 

of course, use the information given by F
3

(u
9

) together 

with the effect of the level of u 9 on returns from butter 

sales in the 9th month, to calculate the optimum inventory 

level u
9 

for any given level of inventory u8 , i.e. F4 (u8 ~. 
Before applying Bellman 1 s principle of optimality to 

the example of maximising returns from New Zealand sales of 

butter on the United Kingdom market, it is necessary to 

derive a revenue equation for the period of interest. 

Market Relationshi2s 

In this example we will consider the period~ 

June 1958 ---.,))May 1959. The first requirement is a 

demand relationship at wholesale prices. A recent study 
( 6) 

by Candler and Townsley was unable to show any entirely 

satisfactory wholesale demand relationship for New Zealand 

butter. Only incomplete information is available on 

wholesale butter sales for other countries on a monthly basis. 

However, a reasonably satisfactory regression estimate of 
( 7) 

United Kingdom retail demand for butter for the period 

(6) "A Study of the Demand for Butter in the United Kingdom", 
Wilfred Candler and Robert Townsley, The Australian 
Journal of Agricultural Economics, Vol. 6 No.2, p.36, 
December 1962. 

(7) Candler and Townsley, op. cit., found that retail 
demand for butter in the United Kingdom exhibited 
a hysteresis effect estimated by the three demand 
functions given in Table 3, p.44. For exposition, 
only one of these demand functions has been used in 
the present study. 
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8 June 1958 to 1 November 1959 is given by: 

A 
Y = 169 - 1. 38X 

2 
r = .88 I d = 0.28 ( 3) 

where Y is the CoEoCo "index 0£-retail·sales" o-f butter 

per week (f;3) and X is ·the retail price of New Zealand butter 

in pence per lb. For the years 1958 and 1959, an index 

0£· 100 for each of these years corresponds approximately 

to 6, 900 and 7, 600 'tons··per-week r-especti vely. In this 

example we will assume·· that an index of 100 corresponds 

to 7, 000 tons per week over the ·period- of interest, so 

that multiplication of the coefficients of ( 3) by 70 

gives a prediction of butter consumed in tons per week 

thus: 
/\ 
Y'= 11830 - 96.60X, (4) 

,I\ 
where Yu is total retail demand for butter per week 

in tons. The influence of the-wholesale price of 

butter on the retail price has been shown by Candler and 

Townsley to be direct and immediate as illustrated by the 
. . t. ( 9) 

r~gression equa ion~ 

X = 1. 19 + . 12Z 
2 

r = . -99 ( 5) 

where X is the retail price in pence per lb. for New 

Zealand butter in "multiple" stores, and Z is·the wholesale 

price of the butter in the previous week in shillings per 

(8): This index has been published regularly from April 
1959 in the CoEoCo Intelligence Bulletin and does 
not profess to show total butter sales in the United 
Kingdom as it refers to sales of a limited number of 
firms. However, this index provides the only 
available indi,cator of total retail sales- of butter. 

(9) Candler and Townsley, op. cit., p.43. 
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hundredweight (or pounds per ton) . Now if we assume that 

this week's retail sales were last week's wholesale sales(lO) 

we may substitute for X in equation (4) as given by equation 

(5), to obtain : 

/\ 
Y'= 11830 - 96.60(1.19 + .12Z) 
A 
Y'= 11715.046 - ll.592Z 

where '-1' 1 is now total weekly butter sales at wholesale, 

and Z is wholesale price. 

Now rearranging (6) to obtain price as a function 

of wholesale sales per week we have 

Z = 1010.6150 - .0862664Y 8 

It will be convenient to consider periods of equal 
52 length. In our example then, we have 12 months, each 
12 

weeks in length. 
52 
12 

we get 

Multiplying the -.0862664 in (7) by 

Z~= 1010.6150 - .0199076q. 
l l 

( 6) 

(7) 

(8) 

where q. is total sales of butter at wholesale in the i th: 
l 

month, and Z~ is the average wholesale price of butter in 
l 

the i th month. 

Now let New Zealand sales in the i th month = 

v.' 
l 

and let other sales of butter in the 

i th month = s .. 
l 

Then q. = v. + s .. 
l l l 

(10) This assumption may be very weak, but is necessary 
because of the paucity of information on actual 
retail and wholesale sales of all butter. This 
assumption also ignores speculative purchases which, 
together with cross-elasticities of demand for other 
types of butter, may be important in the solution of 
the problem. 



Now revenue from New Zealand sales of butter in the 

i th month, f. (v.) is given by : 
1 1 

f. (v.) =price (Z~) x quantity (v.) 
1 1. 1 1 

Thus: 

f. (v.) = (1010.6150 - .Ol99076{v. + s.))v. 
1 1 ... 1 1 1 

2 = 1010.6150v. - .Ol99076v. - ~ol99076v.s. 
1 1 1 1 

If all quantities are measured in thousands of tons, and 

revenue is measured in hundreds -of thousand pounds, we 

have : 

11 

2 
f. (v.) = 10.106150v. - .199076v. - .199076v.s. 

1 1 1 1 1 1 
( 9) 

As before, let ui-l equal the level of New Zealand 

butter stocks in cool stores at the end of the i-lth month 

(beginning of the i th month). Similarly for u., u. 
1

, etc. 
1 1+ 

Also, let a. equal the arrivals of New Zealand butter into 
1 

the United Kingdom in the i th month. Then sales of New 

Zealand butter in the i th month, v., are given by: 
1 

v;_.= u. 
1 

+a. - u. (10) 
L. 1- 1 1 

Substituting for v. as given by (10) in the revenue 
1 

eqµation (9) ~-we have 

f. (v.) 
1 1. 

·2 
= (10.106150 - .199076s.)v. - .199076v. 

1. 1 .1 

= (10.106150 - .199076s.) (u. 
1 

+a. - u.) 
1 1- 1 1 

2 
- .199076(u. 

1 
+ a. - u.) 

1- 1 1 

which when expanded gives 
' 

f. (v.) = (10.106150 - .199076h. - .398152a.)u. 
1 1 1 . 1 1 1-

- (10.106150 - .199076s. - .398152a.)u. 
1 1 1 

. 2 2 
+ .398152u. 

1
u. - .199076u. 

1 
- .199076u. 

1- 1 1- . 1 

- . 19 9 0 7 6 a~ - . 19 9 0 7 6 s . a . + 10 . 1.0 615 0 a . ( 11) 
1 1 1 1 
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It will be noted that no allowance for storage costs has been 

made in (11). In practice there is no difficulty in incor-

porating costs of this sort, given the relevant information. 

For the moment, it is assumed that storage costs are negligible. 

Table 1 sets out information on sales of butter and 

arrivals of New Zealand butter in the United Kingdom over the 

period June 1958 to May 1959. Total sales of New Zealand 

butter recorded for the 12 months was 193.54 thousand tons, 

while total sales of other butter were estimated at 254.59 

thousand tons. For this illustrative example we will 

consider these quantities to be New Zealand's quota and the 

total of expected sales by other countries, respectively. 

TABLE 1 

BUTTER SALES AND ARRIVALS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM (1958-59) 

qi v· l s· l a· l 

Month 
Total ( ll) 
Sales 

N.Z. (12) 
Sales 

Other (l 3) 
Sales 

N.Z. (14) 
Arrivals 

1958 (, 000 tons) 
June 40.95 15.80 25.15 9.00 
July 41.88 18.40 23.48 9.60 
August 40.79 15.67 25.12 13.10 
September 39.52 14.49 25:03 14.20 
October 40 .H7 19.00 21.87 11.60 
November 38.34 22.14 16.21 15.30 
December 36.45 16.47 19.99 16.40 
1959 
January 33.38 12.07 21. 31 12.30 
February 32.38 11.17 21. 21 14.50 
March 35.73 16.41 19.32 18.70 
April 34.24 16.60 17.64 17.50 
May 33.59 15.32. 18.27 9.60 

Totals 448.13 193.54 254.59 161. 80 

( 11) C.E.C. Monthly Intelligence Bulletins. Index of 
retail sales, 100 = 7000 tons/week. 

( 12) 

( 13) 

( 14) 

New Zealand Dairy Products Marketing Commission 
Annual Report 1959. 
By Subtraction ~ s. = q. - v. 

l l l 
C.E.C. Monthly Intelligence Bulletins. 

! 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
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Dynamic Programming Solution - Condition (a) 

For the 12 month period June 1958 to May 1959 total 

sales of New Zealand butter were 193.54 thousand tons, while 

total arrivals of New Zealand butter over this period were 

161.80 thousand tons. Thus stocks of New Zealand butter in 

store at the beginning of this 12 month period must have· 

totalled at least 193.54 - 161.80 = 31. 74 thousand tons. 

The problem to be solved then, is the selection of 

the level of New Zealand butter sales in each month, 

v. (i = l, 2, ..• , 12), that maximises total revenue, 
J_ 

12 
\ f. (v.), subject to certain restrictions : L i i 

i=l 

v. > 0 
J_ 

(i = l, 2, 12) 

u. >- 0 
J_ 

(i = 0, l, o o • I 12) 

u
0 

- u
12 

= 31.74 thousand tons, ( 12) 

and given the schedules of New Zealand butter arrivals and 

sales of other butter, as given in Table 1. ~l 5 ) From the 

above restrictions we may conveniently set u
12 

= 0, and 

u = 31. 74. 
0 

Because we have assumed under condition (a) that the 

New Zealand marketing authorities wish to fulfil their "quota" 

of 193. 54 thousand tons of butter~ and hence ( 12) must hold, 

(15) We could solve this particular problem by the classical 
calculus ci.pproach using Lagrangian multip.J:Aers. How
ever, in more comp:Licated examples the method of dynarrli.c 
programming has considerable advantage. For a short 
discussion on this point see: "Operations Research -
Methods and Problems", by M. Sasieni, A. Yaspan and 
L. Friedman; John Wiley and Sons, Inc., N.Y. 1959, 
p.274~ 
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we have been able to choose values for both u
12 

and u
0

. In 

this situation the Dynamic Programming solution to be 

illustrated, may be started at either end of the time period 

in question. We will follow the usual practice of first 

considering the last stage and working sequentially towards 

the first stage (month) . 

Method of Application 

12th Month : Consider, now, income from New Zealand 

sales of butter in the 12th month. From Table 1 we have : 

9.60 

In this case we also have 

0. 

Now, from equation (11) we have : 

f 12 (v 12)~ (10.106150 - .199076s12 - .398152a12)u11 

- (10.106150 - .199076s
12 

- .398152a
12

)u
12 

2 2 
+ o398152ullul2 - .199076ull - .199076ul2 

2 
- .199076a

12 
- .199076s

12
a

12 
+ 10.106150a

12 

Substituting the values for a
12

, s
12 

and u
12 

given above, 

and simplifying, we have : 
2 

f
12

(v
12

)= 43.75586 + 2.646770u
11 

- .199076u
11 

This expresses the revenue in the last month, as 

quadratic function of stocks, ull' at the end of 

penultimate month. 

11th Month : From Table 1 we have all = 

a simple 

the 

17.50 

= 17064 

Substituting these values in equation (11) and simplifying 

we have for revenue from sales of New Zealand butter in the 



11th month 

f
11

(v
11

) = 54.43584 - .373llu
10 

+ .373llu
11 

2 2 + .398152u
10

u
11 

- .199076u
10 

- .199076u
11 

Now total revenue from the 11th and 12th months is : 

= 98.19170 - .3732llu
10 

+ 3.01998lu
11 

2 2 
- .199076u

10 
- .398152u

11 

+ .398152u10u 11 

We now apply Bellman's principle of optimali;ty to 

obtain F
2

(u
10

), the revenue from two stages (the 11th 

15 

( 13) 

and 12th months) starting from an initial state u
10

, and 

using an optimal policy. The level of u
11 

which maximises 

the expression for rev~nue from the 11th and 12th month, 
12 
~· f. (v.), for any fixed level of u

10 
is obtained from: 

i=ll 
1 1 

12 dL f. (v.) 
i=ll 1 1 

= 3.019981 - .796304u
11 

+ .398152u
10 

= 0 

dul;l. 

i.e. ui
1 

= 3.79250 + .5u10 

as the second derivative is negative. 

Substituting this optimising value for u
11

(=ui
1

) 

in (13) we therefore obtain F
2

(u
10

). 
12 

i . e • F 
2 

( u 10) = M~x L f . ( v . ) 
11 i=ll 1 1 

( 14) 

= 98.19170 - .3732llu
10 

+ 3.019981(3.79250 
2 

+ 5u10 ) - .1~9076uf0 - .398152(3.79250 + .5u10 ) 

+ .398152u
10

(3.79250 + .5u
10

) 
2 

= 103.91834 + 1.136779u
10 

- .099538u
10 
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We have now obtained the maximum feasible revenue 

in the last two months, as a function of stocks at the end 

of the tenth month. 

10th Month : From Table 1 we have = 18.70 

= 19.32 

Substituting these values in equation (11) and simplifying 

we have for revenue from sales of New Zealand butter in the 

10th month 

flO(vlO) = flO(u9 + alO - ulO) 

= 47.44714 - l.18544lu
9 

+ l.18544lu
10 

+ .398152u9u 10 - .199076u~ - .199076u~0 
Now from ( 2) we may write : 

f3(u9) = Mfl~o [f 10 (u9 + alO - ulO) + F 2 (:..:tlo)] 

for the revenue from the three stages (10th, 11th and 

12th months) starting from an initial state u
9 

and using 

an optimal policy. Substituting for f
10 

(u
9 

+ a
10 

- u
10

) 

and F
2

(u
10

) in this expression we obtain ~ 

F
3

(u9) = ~~~0 [47.44714 - l.18544lu9 + l.18544lu10 
2 + .398152u

9
u

10 
- .199076u

9 
2 

- .199076u
10 

+ 103.91834 + l.136779u
10 

- . 099538u~0] 
= M~x ~51.36548 - l.18544lu

9 
+ 2.322220u

10 
10 2 2 

- .199076u
9 

- .298614u
10 

+ • 398152u9u 10) 
( 15) 

Maximising (15) with respect to the level of New 

Zealand stocks of butter at the end of the 10th month, u
10

, 
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for any fixed level of u
9

, we differentiate the expression 

within the square brackets with respect to u
10

, set the 

differential equal to zero, and solve for u
10 

(where the 

second derivative is negative) • 

obtain 

Doing this for (15) we 

dF
3

(u
9

) 

dulO 

which gives 

= 2.322220 - .597228u
10 

+ .398152u
9 

= O 

* u
10 

= 3.88833 + .666667u
9 

* This value for u
10 

(= u
10

) allows us to maximise revenue 

from sales of New Zealand butter in the 10th, 11th and 

12th months for any given level of inventory at the 

end of the 9th month, u 9 • 

gives 

* Substituting for u
10 

in (15) 

In this way the fundamental recurrence relationship (2) 

is repeated backwards month by month to obtain successively 

F4(u8) 

F5(u7) 

Fl2(uo) 

To preserve some level of continuity and yet retain 

the expository nature of this article, the calculations for 

the expressions F
4

(u8 ) to F
11

(u
1

) are summarised in the 

Appendix. The analysis for the first month (stage) of the 

process follows. 



1st Month From Table 1 we have 

From the Appendix we also have : 

9.00 

s 1 = 25.15 

u = 31. 74 
0 

18 

( 16) 

Now as before we may write : 

F 12 {uo) = Mjj:~ [fl (uo + al - ul) + F 11 {~ul~ 
for the revenue from twelve stages (1st to 12th months 

inclusive) starting from an initial state u and using 
0 

an optimal policy. Now with total New Zealand sales 

( 17) 

in the 12 month period fixed at 193.54 thousand tons, 

and with u
12 

= 0, we know from (12) that the initial 

state variable u = 31.74 thousand tons. Substituting 
0 

the above values for a
1

, s
1

, and u
0 

in equation (11) we 

obtain : 

2 = -122.66681 + ll.121323u
1 

- .199076u
1 

Substituting for f
1

(v
1

) and F
11

(u
1

) in (17) we 

obtain : 

= 31. 74) = [ - 122.66681 + ll.121323u
1 

2 

Maximising this 

dF 
12 

(u
0 

=31. 74) 

du
1 

- .199076u
1 

+ 491.96387 

+ .422910u1 - .Ol809Bu~ 
expression for u

1 
we have 

= 11.544233 - .434348u
1 

= 0 



therefore, 

* u = 26.57830 
1 

* Substituting for u
1 

in the equation for 

F
12

(u
0 

= 31.74) we obtain: 

F
12

Cu
0 

= 31.74) = 522.71 

= £52.271 million 

The optimum inventory level at the end of the first 

* month, u
1

, allows us to maximise revenue from sales of New 

Zealand butter over the 12 month period where the level of 

inventory at the beginning of this period, 

31.74 thousand tonsQ 

U I 

0 
equals 

19 

* * To calculate the values u
2

, u
3

, * .•. , ull' that maximise 

revenue under condition (a), we solve successively for 

* * * u
2

, u
3

, ..• , u
11

, as given by the underlined equations in the 

body of the text and in the Appendix. From the relationship 

v = u. 
1 

+ a. - u. we may then calculate the quantities of 
i i- i i 

butter that should be sold each month. This information is 

summarised in Table 2. 

Dynamic Programming Solution Under Condition (a) - Discussion 

Utilising the monthly revenue function (9), and the 

information on actual New Zealand and other sales of butter 

recorded in Table 1, total revenue from New Zealand butter 

can be estimated as £5.0,,.,485 million. 

The difference between estimated maximum revenue and 

estimated actual revenue from New Zealand butter sales over 

this 12 month period is then : 

£52.271 - £50.485 = £1.786 million. 

One aspect of this Dynamic Programming analysis needs 

further discussion. If arrivals of New Zealand butter 
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TABLE 2 

SUMMARY OF DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING SOLUTION - CONDITION (a) 

Arrivals of Quantity in Store Optimum Monthly Sales 
N.Z. butter at end of month (given u = 31. 74) 

0 

(,OOO's tons) 

I u = 31. 74 
0 

* 
al = 9.00 ul = 26.S8 vl = 14.16 

* 
a2 = 9.60 u2 = 21.18 v2 = 15.00 

* 
a3 = 13.10 u3 = 20.10 v3 = 14.18 

* a4 = 14.20 u4 = 20.08 v4 = 14.22 

* as = 11. 60 us = lS.88 vs = 15.80 

* 
a6 = lS.30 u6 = 12.SS v6 = 18.63 

* a7 = 16.40 u7 = 12.21 v7 = 16.74 

* a8 = 12.30 u8 = 8.43 v8 = 16.08 

* 
a9 = 14.50 u9 = 6. 79 v9 = 16.13 

* a10= 18.70 ulo= 8.42 v10= 17.08 

* 
all= 17.50 u11= 8.00 vll= 17.92 

* a12= 9.60 u12= 0.00 v12= 17.60 
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were very unevenly distributed, or sales of other butter 

were very unevenly distributed over the year, it is 

possible that the optimum values of one or more u. will 
l 

be less than zero. This means in effect that actual 

arrivals together with the quantity of butter initially 

in store, u , have been insufficient to maintain sales 
0 

at the optimum level. The practical approach to this 

problem would be to ensure that arrivals did not become 

out of phase with the desired level of sales, after due 

consideration of expected levels of other s·ales. Where 

this solution is not possible the initial 12 month period 

of interest must be subdivided into smaller time periods. 

* * Thus, if u
4 

and u
7 

are both less than zero, the procedure 

is to set u
7 

= 0 and maximise revenue over months 8 to 

12 inclusive. If ui ~ 0 (i = 8, 9, ... , 12) we may 

then attempt to maximise revenue over months 1 to 7 

inclusive, with u
7 

= 0. In this way maximum feasible 

revenue over the 12 month period may be calculated. 

Dynamic Programming Solution - Condition (b). 
J. ... c 

Under condition' {b), we· wish to use Dynamic 

Programming to maximise revenue from New Zealand butter 

sold on the United Kingdom market, given the level of 

sales of butter from other countries. This differs 

from condition (a) where we maximised revenue from a 

given quantity, (the quota), of New Zealand butter. 

The procedure followed is exactly analogous for condition 

(a) except that no assumption is made as· to the total 

quantity of New Zealand butter sold, and hence there is 



no predetermined relationshi? between u
0 

and u
12

. 

For convenience we again let u
12 

= 0, and proceed 

as before until we obtain : 
2 

F
11

(u
1

) = 491.96387 + .422910u
1 

- .018098u
1 

(see equation (16)), and 

F 12 (uo) = Mfi~ [f 1 (uo + al - uJ + Fll(u~ 
From Table 1 we have again : a

1 
= 9.00 

s
1 

= 25.15 

22 

Substituting these values for a
1 

and s
1 

in (11) we obtain 

fl(vl) = fl(uo +al~ ul) 

Therefore, 

= 29.76934 + l.51602lu
0 

- l.51602lu
1 

+ .398152u
0

u 1 - .199076u~ - .199076u~ 

[521.73321 + l.51602lu
0 

2 
- l.093lllu

1 
- .199076u

0 

- .217174u~ + .398152u0u~ 
Maximising this ex_p_:i::-ession with res'l?ect to u

1 
we have 

dF12(uo)= - 1.093111 - .434348u
1 

+ .398152u
0 

= 0 
du

1 

therefore, - 2.51667 + .916667u 
0 

* Substituting this value for u
1 

(= u
1

) in the 

expression for F
12

(u
0

), we obtain 

2 
F

12
(u

0
) = 523.10871 + .514005u

0 
- .0165904u

0 
( 18) 

Equation (18) gives the return from New Zealand sales of 

butter over the twelve month period June 1958 to May 1959, 



starting with an initial inventory level 

optimal policy. 

U I 

0 

23 

and using an 

To find the level of u that maximises revenue over 
0 

this twelve month period, we solve 

dF 12 (uo) 

du 
0 

i.e. 

as 

= .514005 - .033180u = o 
0 

* u = 15.491 thousand tons 
0 

2 
d F 12 (uo) 

du2 
< 0 

0 

* Substituting for u = u in equation (18) we get : 
0 0 

* F (u = u ) = £52. 709 million, which is the maximum 
12 0 0 

maximorum revenue from New Zealand sales of butter, given 

the schedule of other sales each month, s. (i = l, 2, •.. , 12), 
l 

* * * as in Table lo u
11 

may be evaluated As before ui, u 2 , •0•1 

* by substituting u = 15.491 in the underlined expression 
0 

* for u
1

, etco, and hence 

* obtained. If any u. < 
l 

the optimum values of v 
1

, v 
2

, •.• , 

0 the practical solution is that 

greater initial stocks, u', shouJ.p be held, so that 
* 0 . 

ui b 0 (i = 1, 2, . o., 12}, and u~ - u 12 = 15.491 thousand 

tons. 

If the level of initial stocks, * u I 

0 
that allowed us 

to maximise revenue over the twe~veLnonth period, given 

12 
u

12 
= 0 and ~ a. = 161. 80 thousand tons, was less than 

. 1 l i= 

zero, the conclusion would have been, that total ·butter 

sales that maximise New Zealand revenue are less than total 

arrivals in this 12 month period. 

In the above example the total quantity of New Zealand 

butter sold is : 



* 12 
u + La. - u

12 
= 15.491 + 161.800 - O 

0 . 1 l. 
i= 

= 177.291 thousand tons 

These results are summarised in Table 3. 

TABLE 3 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

Actual Sales 

Dynamic Programming 
Solution 
Condition (a) 

Dynamic Programming 
Solution 
Condition (b} 

Quantity of 
N .. z. Butter 

sold in 
U.K. 

(, 000 tons) 

193.54 

193.54 

177.29 

Estimated 
Total 

Revenue 
from N.Z. 

: Butter 
(£ mn) 

50.485 

52.271 

52.709 

Estimated 
Average 

Price for 
N.Z.Butter 

(shgs/cwt) 

260.85 

270.08 

297.30 

24 
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Discussion 

The real practical difficulty that can be seen in 

the Dynamic Programming procedure for selecting the optimum 

level of New Zealand butter sales in each month, is the 

necessity to have a reasonable estimate of sales of other 

butter for some months in advance (twelve months in this 

example). If this information were available, Dynamic 

Programming could be utilised to organise optimum sales 

of New Zealand butter each month. 

Under the quota system of butter marketing that exists 

at present, however, it is probably reasonable to assume 

that estimates of total sales of other butter for a twelve 

month quota period may be obtained. A simplified solution 

to the problem of maximising revenue from New Zealand sales 

of butter over a 12 month period, under conditions (a) and 

(b), is now presented. 

Simplified Solution 

The principles involved in this simplified solution 

are the same as those involved in Dynamic Programming and 

most other maximisation techniques. Revenue from a given 

quantity of New Zealand butter will be maximised when the 

marginal revenue from New Zealand butter sales is equated 

between months. This is the principle involved in 

maximising revenue under condition (a). Where revenue 

may be expressed as a quadratic function, with stationary 

point a maximum, total revenue is maximised where marginal 

revenue is zero. This is the additional principle 

involved in maximising revenue from New Zealand butter 

under condition (b). 
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That these conditions do in fact hold may be checked 

using the Dynamic Programming solutions already obtained. 

The marginal revenue in any month may be obtained by evaluat

ing the first differential of equation (9) 

df. (v.) 
1 1 

dv. 
1 

= 10.106150 - .398152v. - .199076s., 
1 1 

using the optimum values for v. obtained 
1 

from the Dynamic 

Programming solution, and the values for s. given in Table 1. 
1 

Under condition (a) the marginal revenue for New Zealand 

butter is found to be minus £54 per ton in each month, and 

under condition (b) £0 per ton in each month as expected. 

In this simplified solution we need make initially 

only the assumption that the total demand for butter at 

wholesale is of the linear form : 

q, = a - bp, 
1 1 

( 19) 

where q. are the total butter sales in the i th month and 
1 

p. is the average price in the i th month. (l6 ) 
1 

Rearranging (19) we may write 

p. 
1 

= m - nq, 
1 

= m - n(v, 
1 

+ s.) 
1 

where v. 
1 

are sales of New Zealand butter in the i th month, 

and s. are sales 
1 

revenue from New 

is given by : 

f. (v.) = v. (m 
1 1 1 

i.e. 

f. (v,) = mv. -
1 l 1 

of other butter in the i th month. Then 

Zealand sales in the i th month, f. (v.), 
1 1 

- n(v. + s.) ) 
1 1 

2 
(20) nv. - nv.s. 

1 1 1 

Marginal revenue of New Zealand butter sales in any 

month may be obtained from (2) by evaluating 
(16) This analysis could just as easily be' made on a weekly, 

fortnightly, etc., basis. 



df. (v.) 
1 1 

dv. 
1 
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= m - 2nv. - ns. 
1 1 

In the case where New Zealand revenue from a given 

total quantity of butter sold, is to be maximised over a 

12 month period (condition (a)), marginal r~venue is equated 

between months. 

df. (v.) 
1 1 

dv. 
1 

= K, 

and therefore : 

Thus we have 

(i = 1, 2, • • •I 12) I 

n - 2nv. - ns. = K, (i = 1, 2, .•• , 12). 
1 1 

Evaluating (21) for each month and adding we obtain 

12 
~ df. (v.) 
L 1 1 

12 12 
= 12m - 2n L v. - n L s. = 12K, 

. 1 1 . l· 1 i=l dv. 
1 

1= 1= 

and dividing by 12 we have 

m - 2nv. - ns. = K 
1 1 

where v. = average New Zealand monthly butter sales, 
1 

and s. = average other monthly butter sales. 
1 

Now equating (21) and (22) we have : 

m - 2nv. - ns. = m - 2nv. - ns. 
1 1 1 1 

2nv. = 2nv. + n(s. - s.) 
1 1 1 1 

v. = v. + .5(s. - s.) 
1 1 1 1 

( 21) 

( 22) 

( 23) 

Application of equation (23) to give optimum sales 

of New Zealand butter under condition (a) in the i th month, 

is considerably simpler than the Dynamic Programming analysis, 

and only requires estimates of total sales of New Zealand 

and other butter during the overall period in which we wish 

to maximise New Zealand revenue, and an estimate of other 
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sales in the i th month. Equation (23) applies, of course, 

equally well to weekly or fortnightly sales, etc., with the 

obvious alteration that v. and s. are sales in the i th week 
l. l. 

or fortnight and v. and s. are average weekly or fortnightly 
l. l. 

sales of New Zealand and other butter over the period of 

interest. 

To maximise revenue from New Zealand sales of butter 

over a 12 month period under condition (b), we set K = O 

and from ( 22) we obtain : 

m - 2nv. - ns. = 0 
l. l. 

2nv. = m - ns. 
l. l. 

m 1 -and V, = - - - s. 
l. 2n 2 l. 

The value of v. given by (24) then is the average New 
l. 

Zealand sales of butter per month that allows us to 

(24) 

maximise New Zealand revenue. This may be illustrated 

using the previous numerical example. 

From equations (9) and (22) we have 

df.(v.) 
--=1 --

1
=- = 10.106150 

dv. 
.398152v. - .199076s. 

l. 

m = 10.106150 

n = .199076 

l. l. 

Now the total of other sales over the 12 months of 

interest equals 254.59 thousand tons (from Table 1). 

Therefore average monthly sales, s., equals 21.216 thousand 
l. 

tons. Substituting for m, n, and s. in (24) we have : 
l. 

v. = 25.383 - 10.608 
l. 

= 14.775 thousand tons. 

Total sales of New Zealand butter for maximum revenue 
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under condition (b) are therefore given by 12 x 14.775 = 

177.3 thousand tons, which agrees with the solution of the 

same problem by Dynamic Programming, (see Table 3). As 

before, the optimum quantity of New Zealand butter to sell 

each month under condition (b) may be obtained by substitut-

ing the value for v. obtained from (24) in (23). 
J. 

In this 

case, as different from the optimum solution under condition 

(a), the parameters of the demand function for butter, m and 

n, are required to determine the optimum solution. However, 

apart from this requirement the simplified solution under 

condition (a) has the same advantages over Dynamic Programm

ing as before. 

Summary 

This paper illustrates the mechanism of Dynamic 

Programming in one context of marketing analysis. The method 

is extremely flexible but its usefulness could suffer because 

of the amount of information required about future levels of 

competitors' sales and the wholesale demand function. In 

addition, a simplified solution to the problem of maximising 

revenue from New Zealand butter sales on the United Kingdom 

market, that requires considerably less information, is given. 



A P P E N D I X 

This appendix summarises the calculations for 

evaluating 

9th Month 

F4_(u8)' ••. , Fll(ul). 

a
9 

= 14.50 s9 = 21.21 

Substituting these values in equation (11) we obtain 

[f9(us + a9 - u9) + F3(u91 

[199.33888 + .110544u
8 

+ .252162u
9 

- .l99076u; - .265434u; + .39Sl52usu~ 

30 

Maximising this expression with respect to u
9 

we obtain : 

* u
9 

= .474999 + .75u8 

* Then evaluating F
4

(u
8

) for u
9 

= u
9 

we get : 
2 

F
4

(u
8

) = 199.93777 + .299666u
8 

- .049769u
8 

8th Month as = 12.30 SS = 21.31 

From (11) we obtain f
8

(v
8

) which, together with F
4

(u
8

) 

allows us to ev·aluate 

F 5 ( u7) ~ Mil~ [ f s ( u7 + as - us) + F 4 (us~ 
=MIT~ [241.94480 + .966574u7 - .666905u8 

- .l99076u; - .24SS45u; + .39Sl52u7u~ 



Maximising this expression with respect to us we obtain 

* u = s -1.34 + .sou
7 

* Then evaluating F 5 (u
7

) for us= us we get : 

2 F
5

(u
7

) = 242.39162 + .433047u
7 

- .039Sl5u
7 

7th Month a
7 

= 16.40 s 7 = 19.99 

We evaluate (11) for a
7 

and s
7 

to obtain f
7

(v
7

) 

which, together with F
5

(u
7
), allows us to evaluate 

F 6 (u6 ) = M~; [f7 (u6 + a 7 - u7 ) + F5 (u7 ~ 
= M~; [2s9.32472 - .403072u6 + .S36119u

7 
2 2 1 - .199076u6 - .23SS9lu7 + .39Sl52u6u~ 

Maximising with respect to u
7 

we obtain 

* u
7 

= 1.75 + .S33333u
6 

* Then substituting for u
7 

= u
7 

in F
6

(u
6

) we get 

6th Month a
6 

= 15.30 

2 
.033179u

6 

s
6 

= 16.21 

We evaluate (11) for a
6 

and s
6 

to obtain f
6

(v
6

) which, 

together with F
6

(u
6
), allows us to evaluate 

F7(u5) = ~~ [f6(u5 + a6 - u6) + F6(u6~ 
= Mflx t34S.7052S + .7S7402u5 - .49370Su

6 6 
' 2 2 

- .199076u5 - .232255u6 + .39Sl52u5u~ 
Maximising with respect to u

6 
we obtain 

* u
6 

= -l.062S6 + .S57143u
5 

* Substituting for u
6 

= u
6 

in F
7

(u
5

) 

F
7

(u
5

) = 34S.96765 + .364223u
5 

-

we get : 
2 

.02S439u
5 
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5th Month as = 11.60 s
5 

= 21.87 

We evaluate (11) for a
5 

and s
5 

to obtain f
5

(v
5

) which, 

together with F
7

(u
5
), allows us to evaluate 

F8(u4) = Mfi~ [f5(u4 + aS - uS) + F7(u5~ 
= Mfi~ [388.90733 + l.133795u4 - .769572u5 

- .199076u~ - .227515u~ + .398152u4u~ 
Maximising with respect to u

5 
we obtain 

* u
5 

= - 1.691256 + .87Su4 

Substituting for u 5 = u; in F8 (u4 ) we get : 

2 
F8 (u4 ) = 389.55810 + .46041Bu4 - .0248e4u4 

4th Month a 4 = 14.20 s4 = 25.03 

We evaluate (11) for a
4 

and s 4 to obtain f
4

(v
4

) which, 

together with F
8

(u
4
), allows us to evaluate 

F9(u3) = Mfi~ [f4(u3 + a4 - u4) + F8(u4~ 
= Mfi~ [ 422.16696 - .53048lu3 + .99089u4 

2 2 ~ - .199076u3 - .223960u4 + .398152u3u4J 

Maximising with respect to u
4 

we obtain 

* u
4 

= 2.21223 + .888889u
3 

* Substituting for u
4 

= u
4 

in F
9

(u
3

) 

F
9

(u
3

) = 423.26300 + .350320u
3 

-

3rd Month a
3 

= 13.10 

we get : 
2 

.022119u
3 

s3 = 25.12 

We evaluate (11) for a
3 

and s
3 

to obtain f
3

(v
3

) which, 

together with F
9

(u
3
), allows us to evaluate: 
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[f3(u2 + a3 - u3) + F9(u3~ 
[455.97980 - .110430u

2 
+ .460750u

3 
2 2 

- .199076u
2 

- .221195u
3 

+ 

Maximising with respect to u
3

.we obtain : 

* u
3 

= 1.041502 + .90u
2 

Substituting for u
3 

= 
F

10
(u

2
) = 456.21974 

* u
3 

in F 
10 

(u
2

) 

+ .304246u
2 

-

we get : 
2 

.019907u
2 

2nd Month a 2 = 9.60 s
2 

= 23.48 

We evaluate (11) for a
2 

and s
2 

to obtain f
2

(v
2

) which, 

together with F10 (~2), allows us to evaluate 

Fll(ul) = M~~ [f2(ul + a2 - u2) + F1o<u2~ 
. - Max [490.01861 + l.609586u

1 
- l.305340u

2 :12 
2 2 

- .199076u1 - .218983u2 + .398152u1u~ 
Maximising with respect to u

2 
we obtain 

* u
2 

= - 2.~80459 + .90909lu
1 

* Substituting for u
2 

= u
2 

in F
11

(u
1

) we get: 

2 F11 (u
1

) = 491.96387 + .422910u
1 

- .Ol8098u
1 
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